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In the post-carbon era, what opportunities and challenges will human face? Perhaps
the answer can be found in science fiction. The Dispossessed written by American
author Ursula Le Guin depicts two inhabited planets in the same star system, Ulas
and Anaris. They are separated by different natural conditions and social forms into
two distinct worlds. The portrayal of these two worlds in the book reflects Le Guin’s
deep thinking about the future development of human society. Based on this book,
we hope to construct some spatial scenes and interactive games, trigger a series of
responses and changes through the interaction between human and projections, and
bring feedback and experience to the participants. This will show our thinking about
the future of the earth and the fate of human beings.
Scene construction
The two planets in the book are collectively called Sidian. In the world of Uras, money
and power rule everything, and abundant resources provide a strong impetus for
social development. It is a creative world that encourages competition, but also cause
individual and group antagonism and sharp differences between rich and poor. We
designed the Uras space into a delicate and beautiful but indifferent world. Steps of
different heights symbolize the division of classes. The “good things” attract people
to them but are full of danger. The world of Anaris, on the other hand, is barren. The
harsh natural conditions force humans to form a collective society. To be whole is to
be part, which is the only way to ensure the survival and continuity of humanity. We
designed a simple, empty space to symbolize Anaris. The array of round pieces on
the ground symbolizes the collective. And all scenes are triggered only when we join
the collective as individuals.
What separates these two worlds is the wall. The wall is a very important image in
the book. We have a high wall separating Ulas and Anaris, with peepholes of all sizes
distributed on it. People look through the peepholes to the opposite side, thinking that
is the other world, but in fact they see untrue statements and scenes that have been
carefully arranged to discredit the opposite world. At either end of the wall there are
two doorways for people to enter the other world.
Process of construction
The construction mainly includes three parts: central wall, terrain on both sides and
specific scene layout. We first used CNC machine to cut the particle board and
process the shape of each floor and keel, then painted the surface of the floor with
projection paint. The floors were connected with T-shaped connectors, and the keels
were connected with L-shaped connectors. Then we used air nail guns to fix the floor
on the keel. After setting up the terrain on the one side, the building of the wall began.
We used light steel keel as the main material to build the structural framework with the
connection of horizontal and vertical keel. TPU film was sealed on both sides of the
wall, and the smoke machine was connected with the pipe to fill the smoke between
the TPU film, so as to isolate the sight from both sides. After that, we built the terrain
on the other side. The last step is layout of specific scene, including opening on both
sides of the wall and installation of the speakers made of plastic, production of the
picture frames, setting of balloons, TV and sofa in the world of Uras, and laying of
pearl cotton and fixing of the round pieces on the floor in the world of Anaris.
Logic of interaction
The main framework of the game is structured using Unreal Engine, and some of
the animation effects are created using Blender. The interface is projected onto
the ground. We use UWB positioning technology to capture the two-dimensional
location information of each participant. The base station is arranged in the site. The
positioning chip and other hardware are encapsulated in the small ball held by the
participant. Arduino is used to realize the data transmission between hardware and
software, and send the location information back to the computer in real time. A light
ball will be generated at the foot of each person, which moves with the movement of
the participant. Participants first come to Uras, when they enter the pre-defined area
where the “good things” are located, it will trigger “consumption” and the light ball
becomes smaller. When the participant approaches the peephole and looks across,
“earn” is triggered and the light ball becomes larger. When two participants meet,
“Pillage” will be triggered. The larger one will become larger and the smaller one will
become smaller. When a participant’s light ball is smaller than a certain value, the
light ball no longer follows the participant but moves towards the door and generates
a track line to guide the participant into Anaris. There is a set of dots projected on
the floor of Anaris, and several vacancies are set in the dots. When all participants
are recognized to be standing on the vacancies, the task is completed and the video
and sound effects of different scenes start to play. Participants can also look across
through the peephole. At the end of each round, participants can choose to continue
with the next round or leave. If they choose to leave Anaris, the experience is over.

